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Inappropriate Access Pamela Timms, "Queen of the Valley" winner of
The Spa Xtreme Winter Ultra. It's no secret that the Spa industry
enjoys a wide array of amenities, from private luxury spas to public
bathhouses and hotels. The biggest news of the year was the release
of Spa's Access, a sex-positive resource guide that's helping to dispel
the myth that day spas are filled with sex offenders. The new book
explains the difference between friendly peep shows and illegal peep
shows and gives location information for the "tastefully elegant
bathhouses" that might not be safe for children. The guide also
includes details on the types of sexual services offered at day spas,
including massage, body treatments, foot baths and steam rooms. The
book is available for purchase and download on the internet at
spaaccess.com for $20. "I think that having an open dialogue about
sexuality is a natural progression for a spa that's a business," says
Patti Nycz, the founder and executive director of The Spa Xtreme
(TSX) nightlife events held every December in which the company
provides entertainment at various spas. TSX has released the new
book as part of a larger effort to combat the misconception that it's
dangerous for kids to spend time with day spas. "It's basically a little
book that shows that it's a spa industry that's very sophisticated,"
Nycz says. "We thought this would be a good way to give the public a
little more info." According to Nycz, it's not only a common
misconception that day spas are dangerous for kids, it's also the
responsibility of spa owners to remove any children who may be
uncomfortable with the sexual services provided at their
establishments. "It's really incumbent on the spa owner to take steps
to protect children and remove them from the premises if they're
uncomfortable," Nycz says. "If you have a contract with the spa that
they're not supposed to have children on the premises, that's a safe
position." SpaAccess.com also provides information on how
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